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NGSS ScienceAlpha Science

Alpha Science Grades 6–8 Middle School is a fully integrated and immersive science experience in which the student is 
surrounded by Life, Earth, Space, Physical Sciences, and Engineering and Technology in all three grades.

Hands-on, student-centered learning is delivered through powerful STEAM laboratories and lessons that achieve all three 
dimensions of the NGSS (Next Generation Science Standards). The program is written to fully align with the NGSS while also 
building strong cross-curricular connections.

Alpha Science brings international science standards to the classrooms and homes of students around the world. It 
introduces students to doing science from a twenty-first century global perspective within a context that makes sense to 
them.

• Fully aligned to the NGSS with Cross-Curricular Connections to CCSS English Language Arts, CCSS 
Mathematics, engineering, technology, and art. The standards are clearly listed throughout the program.

• Hands-on activities, practices, and STEAM laboratories help students develop critical-thinking skills, 
science literacy, understanding of experimental design, and the ability to design solutions to real-world 
problems

• Clearly defined, refined, and revisited Lesson Objectives and Essential Questions
• Built on the 5E Instructional Model: Engage, Explore, Explain, Elaborate, and Evaluate
• NEW - Alpha + PhET Sims from the University of Colorado Boulder’s PhET Simulations. PhET Sims are based 

on extensive education research and engage students through an intuitive environment where they will 
learn through exploration and discovery. 

Key Features

Grades 6-8

eALPHA
Mobile eLearning Platform

American English

Video Clips

Online Reporting

Online Resources

Interactive Content

Alpha + PhET Sims

• Differentiated instruction is built into the program through the use of multiple representations of concepts, 
differentiated ELL support, and engaging activities that reinforce each lesson

• Easy-to-use and customizable program for teachers with robust resources: editable Lesson Plans, Chapter 
Plans, and Yearly Plans; training and professional development opportunities; and teacher guidance

• ExamView assessment generator for creating, assigning, and scoring tests, quizzes, and more
• Available both online and offline on eAlpha, your dynamic and interactive Learning Management System

Other Key Features

Student Book

The Student Book is the main resource for students. There 
are two light-weight volumes per grade that contain all 
the core content, practice, and STEAM laboratories for 
use in class and at home.

Each lesson follows the same organized structure 
to fulfill the lesson objective, answer the essential 
question and achieve the learning standard. Lessons 
begin with an exploratory Directed Practice, an 
engaging Guided Practice, and a student-driven
Full Practice. Students become more confident and 
willing to take ownership of their learning through this 
gradual release strategy.

Students make real-world connections to science 
through special features in their books that include: 
Engineering Connections, Science and Math 
Connections, Science and Art Connections, Science 
and ELA Connections, Careers in Science, Technology, 
and Math, ESL/ELL Strategies, and Calculator Activities.

Lesson 4 Exothermic Processes 193

DIRECTED PRACTICE

Breaking down hydrogen peroxide is an exothermic reaction.  
An exothermic reaction is a chemical change that releases energy. 
People use exothermic reactions to power cars, heat homes, and 
even fly hot air balloons. Exothermic reactions often happen 
quickly. 

Many machines people use have engines. These machines, such 
as cars, construction equipment, and generators, often burn fuel. 
Burning fuel releases energy. This causes the engines to heat up. 
Engines need cooling systems to keep them from overheating. 

Exothermic Reactions

Elephant Toothpaste
Ask a question. The activity is called “Elephant Toothpaste” 
because the large stream of foam that forms looks like enough 
toothpaste to clean an elephant’s teeth! Yeast catalyzes the 
breakdown of hydrogen peroxide. Does the process of making 
elephant toothpaste release or absorb energy?

1. Predict Make a prediction to answer the question above. 

2. Record Put 30 mL of hydrogen peroxide in the cylinder or 
flask. Record the temperature of the hydrogen peroxide, and 
any other observations of the peroxide, in the table. Add half a 
packet of yeast to the cylinder or flask. Record your observations 
in the table, including the temperature of the liquid remaining in 
the graduated cylinder.

Hydrogen peroxide before adding yeast Hydrogen peroxide after adding yeast

3. Conclude Did the formation of the foam release energy or 
absorb energy? Defend your answer using observations from 
the experiment.

MATERIALS
• 50 mL 

graduated 
cylinder or flask

• dry yeast

• gloves

• hydrogen 
peroxide, 6%

• safety goggles

• thermometer
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Chapter 3 Matter: Chemical Reactions198

GUIDED PRACTICE

MATERIALS
• 2 cups or 

beakers

• calcium chloride

• table salt

• tablespoon

• thermometer

• water

Exploring Exothermic Reactions
Ask a question. Can you measure the exothermic  
effects of dissolving these salts in water?

1. Predict Will you be able to measure the  
temperature change caused by dissolving  
two salts in water? If so, how much will the  
temperature change? Write your predictions  
in the table.

Can the temperature change be measured? Temperature change

Mixing water and table 
salt (sodium chloride)

Mixing water and 
calcium chloride

 2. Record Place 2 tablespoons of room-temperature water in 
each of two cups or beakers. Record the temperature of the 
water in the table below.

3. Record Add 1 tablespoon of sodium chloride to one of the 
cups. Gently use the thermometer to stir the sodium chloride 
into the water. Note any changes that occur as you stir. When 
the temperature stops changing, record the temperature in 
the table. Repeat the procedure using calcium chloride.

Start temperature End temperature

Table salt and water

Water and calcium chloride

4. Conclude What evidence did you collect to demonstrate 
that dissolving salts in water releases energy?
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NGSS ScienceAlpha Science

Practice Book

The Practice Book complements the Student Book; for each lesson there are extra problems and questions that reinforce what 
students learn in class and refine scientific skills.

Teacher Guide

The Teacher Guide provides assistance in all phases of the teaching cycle. It complements each page of the Student Book 
with wrap-around instructional support.

Teaching Connections draw the teacher’s attention to how the science content connects to other content areas. Robust 
teacher guidance is also delivered through Teaching Tips, ideas for differentiation, instructions for ESL/ELL support, vocabulary 
review, and cross-curricular connections.

Full Scope & Sequence and NGSS Alignment charts are included. The Lesson Plans, found on eAlpha, complement the 
Teacher Guide and allow teachers to easily customize the program around the needs of each student, the whole class, and 
the school calendar.

Lesson 1 Earth and the Solar System 45

The Sun

You know that the Sun is the star at the center of the solar 
system. Stars are giant spheres of gas that produce heat and 
light. The Sun has been shining for about 4.6 billion years. 

Even though it is considered a medium-sized star, the Sun is 
much larger than Earth. All the other planets and solar-system 
objects would easily fit inside the Sun. The Sun accounts for 
more than 99 percent of the solar system’s mass. 

The Sun is made mostly of two gases—hydrogen and helium. 
The inside of the Sun is under tremendous pressure. The 
high pressure makes it very hot at the center of the Sun. 
The temperature is 15,000,000°C there. The pressure and 
temperature of the Sun are so great that hydrogen particles are 
forced together. They merge and become helium. This process is 
called fusion.

The Sun releases incredible amounts of energy because of 
fusion. The energy takes the form of light and heat. This is 
called radiant energy. Radiant energy is energy that travels in 
waves or sometimes particles. It warms the objects in the solar 
system. The light that leaves the Sun reaches Earth in just over 
8 minutes. The Sun has so much hydrogen at its center that it 
will probably shine for another 5 billion years.

p  A giant flare of radiant energy erupts from the Sun. 

Explain

Ask for volunteers to read each paragraph of the text.

 Check Understanding
Say: The reaction that produces the energy of the Sun 
takes place under certain conditions. 

Ask: What are those conditions? (high pressure) 

Ask: What is the reaction called? (fusion)

Say: Fusion describes a process in which two or more 
things combine to form one.

Instructional Support 
Explain to students that radiant energy travels by a 
process called radiation. This is also the name for one 
of three ways energy is transferred from one place 
to another.  

Ask: Can you name examples of how you feel radiant 
energy? (Possible answers: the heat you feel from a 
fire, the heat you feel from an electric oven) 

Point out to students that radiation does not require 
matter for the transfer of energy and that the Sun’s 
heat and light are able to travel through the vacuum 
of space.

Misconception
Students might think the Sun produces heat by 
burning, like when a fire produces heat on Earth. 

Explain This Fact Explain that burning, also 
known as combustion, is a chemical reaction. 
The Sun’s heat is generated by nuclear fusion, the 
joining together—or fusing—of hydrogen atoms 
in the Sun. Combustion releases much less energy 
than nuclear fusion. Nuclear fusion produces 
several million times more energy than burning 
wood, oil, or gas.Calculator Activity

Write the formula shown below on the board or a large sheet of paper. 

Time =  Distance
Speed

Say: The distance between the Sun and Earth is 150,000,000 kilometers. The 
speed of light is 300,000 kilometers per second. Ask: How long does it take 
sunlight to reach Earth? (500 seconds)

Ask: How long does it take sunlight to reach Earth, in minutes? (HINT: Divide  
by 60 to convert seconds to minutes.) (8.3333, or 8

1
3 minutes)

Lesson 1 Earth and the Solar System 45
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139Lesson 4 States of Matter

q  Dry ice produces carbon dioxide gas very quickly when placed in warm water.

p  Dry ice is colder than regular ice. 
It is almost −80°C!

There are other state changes, too. Sublimation is when 
substances change state directly from a solid to a gas. 
Sublimation is not a common process, but it can be observed 
in dry ice. Dry ice is frozen carbon dioxide (CO2). When its 
molecules have enough kinetic energy to break free of the solid, 
they escape to the air without forming a liquid.

The opposite of sublimation is called deposition or 
desublimation. This is when a gas freezes without becoming a 
liquid. This can happen to water vapor in very cold conditions. 

Other State Changes

Engineering Connections

Car engines get very hot while they are running. If an 
engine gets too hot, the car will break down. Cars use 
liquids called coolants to keep engines from overheating. 
Coolants are mostly water, which means they can freeze in 
very cold temperatures. This causes problems for people 
who live in cold climates. When water freezes, it expands. 
This can cause pipes in the engine to crack. 

The solution to this problem is a substance called 
ethylene glycol. When you add ethylene glycol to water, 
it lowers the temperature at which water freezes. Now, 
cars can run safely even when the temperature is 
below 0ºC.

Fill a glass with ice, and place it in the sunlight. 
Ask a family member to identify which state 
changes are occurring. Can your family member 
correctly point out each state change? Ask him 
or her to predict what would happen if the glass 
were left in the sunny location for a few days. 
Record the response, and then try it. Return to 
the prediction a few days later, and discuss the 
results.

Home Activity

Explain

Read the text with students.

 Check Understanding
Review the terms sublimation and desublimation.  
Ask: What is the difference between these two 
processes? How are they similar? (Students should 
define each process and note that they are the same 
in that they do not include a liquid phase between 
the solid and gas phases.)

 See Science Dialogue, page 143D, for enriched 
discussion. 

Teacher Background
Mothballs are another example of a substance 
that sublimates. The chemical used in mothballs, 
naphthalene, will dissolve from a solid to a gas 
without becoming a liquid. If you have access 
to mothballs, this is an easy experiment to show 
students the process of sublimation. Put the 
mothballs in a container. Allow the mothballs 
to sit until they are gone. You may wish to keep 
the mothballs in a specific location away from 
students as the odor is very strong.

Engineering Connections

Students from around the United Arab Emirates can take part in the 
Formula One STEM Challenge. Teams of students from across the UAE 
design, build, and race model cars. Have students do online research 
about this event. Have students focus on the engineering challenges 
students face in designing and building cars that will race around a 
20-meter track. Encourage students to share their findings.

Read the text of the activity with students. The 
family should predict that the solid ice is melting 
into a liquid. After a few days in the sunlight, 
some water will evaporate. To extend this activity, 
have students place the glass of water in the 
refrigerator until it is cold and then bring it out into 
the warm air. Students should see the process of 
condensation after a few minutes.

Explaining the Home Activity

Lesson 4 States of Matter 139
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Chapter 2 Matter: Structure and Properties126

Molecules and Compounds

Water contains hydrogen and oxygen. It has two hydrogen 
atoms and one oxygen atom. A way to write water is H2O. This is 
the chemical formula. A chemical formula tells you what kind of 
atoms are in a substance. It tells you how many atoms there are.

Chemical formulas tell you about molecules. A molecule is the 
smallest part of a substance that keeps the properties of that 
substance. Some molecules are simpler than water molecules. 
For example, oxygen gas contains only two atoms. Other 
molecules may have dozens, hundreds, or thousands of atoms. 
Polymers are an example. They are long, extended structures. 
The protein molecules in your body, such as insulin, can be large 
and complex.

Chemists classify some molecules as compounds. A compound 
is a molecule with more than one type of atom in it. Water is 
a compound. So is insulin. Insulin has hydrogen and oxygen 
atoms. It also has carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur. 

Water is a polar molecule. A polar molecule has a negative 
electrical charge on one side. This is the oxygen side. Water has a 
positive charge on the hydrogen sides. 

Have you heard that opposites attract? This is true of oxygen and 
hydrogen atoms in water molecules. The attraction keeps the 
molecules together. It also affects how water molecules interact 
with other substances.

You may know that oil and water do not mix. This makes oil 
difficult to clean up. Soap helps people wash oil away. One side 
of the soap molecule attaches to water. The other side attaches 
to oil. That side pushes water away. If ground pepper is on the 
surface of water, the pepper grounds also get pushed.

p An oxygen molecule (O2)

p  An insulin molecule 
(C256H387N65O79S6)

Three different ways to 
model a water molecule are 
shown. Label the oxygen 
and hydrogen atoms in 
each model. Write – by the 
negative side of a molecule. 
Write + by a positive side. 

u

oxygen

−
−

−

++

+

hydrogen

Explain

Read the text aloud with students.

 Check Understanding
Write the chemical formula for water, H2O, on  
the board. 

Ask: How many atoms of hydrogen are in water? (2) 
How do you know? (The number 2 occurs after the “H.”) 
How can you tell that water is a compound? (Water has 
more than one type of atom in it.)

Write the chemical formula of ammonia, NH3, on 
the board. Ask: How many atoms of hydrogen are 
in ammonia? (3) How do you know? (The number 3 
occurs after the H.) How can you tell that ammonia is 
a compound? (Ammonia has more than one type of 
atom in it.)

Remind students that opposites attract and that 
molecules sometimes have negative and positive 
electrical charges. Ask: How are polar molecules like 
bar magnets? How are they different? (Possible answer: 
Like magnets, polar molecules have positive and 
negative ends that attract opposites. Unlike magnets, 
polar molecules cannot be seen with the eyes alone.)

Instructional Support
Have students review their definitions of chemical 
formula, molecule, compound, and polar. Have 
students revise or expand their definitions on the 
back of the original notecards to reflect their new 
understanding of these vocabulary terms.

Misconception
Students might use the terms atom and molecule 
to mean the same thing. 

Explain These Facts An atom is the smallest  
part of matter and cannot be broken down any 
smaller. A molecule is formed when two or more 
atoms combine. 

To illustrate the difference, remind students that 
water is a molecule that combines two different 
kinds of atoms—one atom of oxygen and two 
atoms of hydrogen. The molecule of water can be 
broken into two separate parts, one oxygen atom 
and hydrogen atoms. Neither an oxygen atom nor 
a hydrogen atom can be broken down any further.

Technology Activity

The invention of the electron microscope gave scientists the ability to see 
atoms for the very first time. Although scientists could prove that atoms 
existed, no one had been able to actually see them. 

Have students think about technology advances that have occurred 
during their lifetime. Ask students to choose one device, such as a cell 
phone, and write how the device has changed. Students should focus 
on the features of the device and how the device has changed how they 
communicate, for example.

Chapter 2 Matter: Structure and Properties126
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19Lesson 5 Recording Data

Draw a Conclusion

This is one of the steps in the scientific method. In this step, scientists use the 
collected data to decide whether their hypothesis was correct.

The hypothesis “If I increase the height of the ramp, then the car 
will move for a longer distance because the car will have more 
gravitational potential energy” was correct. The car traveled for 
longer distances as I increased the height of the ramp.

 Explain How do scientists decide whether their hypothesis is correct?u
Possible answer: Scientists compare the data they collected from their 
observations with their hypothesis to decide whether the evidence supports and 
proves the hypothesis.

Draw a Conclusion

Read the text with students.

 Check Understanding
Say: Scientists use data they collect to draw a 
conclusion. When scientists draw a conclusion, they 
decide whether the data support the hypothesis. After 
drawing the conclusion, scientists communicate their 
results with others by writing a report, such as publishing 
their findings in scientific journals or magazines and 
participating in discussions.

Say: After an investigation is complete and conclusions 
have been communicated, the results often lead to new 
questions.

Ask: Suppose the scientist who did the ramp experiment 
decided to change the independent variable by asking 
a new question. What is an example of a new question 
that might be asked? (Possible answers: How would 
the surface of the ramp affect the distance cars 
traveled? How would the weight of the car affect the 
distance traveled.)

Explain
Ask: Suppose the results of the experiment showed that 
1 of the 9 data points did not agree with the hypothesis, 
but the rest of the data did agree. Should the data 
be discarded? (No, any data that disagrees with the 
hypothesis should not be discarded.)

Ask: If data disagree with the hypothesis, should  
they be included or excluded from the final report?  
(Yes, the data should be included and the report 
should be written.)

Tell students that scientists often attempt to explain 
data that are not consistent with their hypothesis. 
They may conduct additional trials to be sure of  
their results.

u

ELL Activity

Have students read the hypothesis and conclusion in Draw a Conclusion. 
Then ask them to identify the question the scientists wanted to ask.

Beginning: Ask students to identify what scientists wanted to ask by 
using simple phrases.

Intermediate: Ask students to write the questions that scientists wanted 
to ask.

Advanced: Ask students to write the questions that scientists wanted to 
ask and explain how the hypothesis and the conclusion are related.

19Lesson 5 Recording Data
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Science and Art Connections

If students struggle to draw their modified designs, show them the 
Drawing Dictionary graphic organizer on page TR15 of this Teacher Guide. 
This page supports instruction regarding how to draw a model or other 
picture using simple shapes and symbols.

35Lesson 8 Analyze Data Based on Design

Draw your modified design.

Instructional Support
Instruct students to draw their modified designs. 

Once they are finished with their drawings, organize 
students into small groups. Have students share their 
drawings within their groups. Say: As you share your 
drawings with your classmates, note their feedback. 
Help students obtain useful feedback by facilitating 
a class discussion. Ask: What are some questions you 
might ask your group members about your drawing? 
(Accept all reasonable responses. Possible questions: 
Do you think my design is stable? Are there ways 
you would modify my design? What do you like 
about my design?) How could you incorporate your 
group members’ feedback into your design? (Accept all 
reasonable responses.) 

Say: Take note of other students’ designs. You will 
continue to modify your design in the next lesson.  
You may wish to incorporate design elements from  
your classmates.

Note that some students may be uncomfortable using  
ideas from or sharing ideas with their classmates. 
Encourage students to recognize that science and 
engineering are collaborative processes.

35Lesson 8 Analyze Data Based on Design
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Ancillaries & Teacher Resources

Anchor Activities are engaging activities that encourage active learning and exploration while reinforcing foundational 
concepts—a quick and fun opening for each lesson. There are three levels of differentiated activities to meet the students at 
their own level of readiness for new material. Teacher support for implementation, materials lists, alignment, and procedures 
are included in the Lesson Plans. These activities are available both as printable and interactive pages on eAlpha.

Anchor Activities

GRADE 6 • CHAPTER 9
Volume B
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Plate Tectonics
Procedure
•	 Imagine a tunnel passing through the center of Earth.  

•	Draw a picture of what you think you would see if you look through the tunnel. 

•	Label any important features on your drawing.

ON-LEVEL
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Plate Tectonics
If you could drain the oceans, what do you think the ocean floor would look like? 

Procedure
•	Draw a picture of what you think you would see.  

•	Label any important features on your drawing.

LOWER-LEVEL

GRADE 6 • CHAPTER 9
Volume B
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Plate Tectonics
If you could see deep inside Earth, what do you think it would look like…

where an earthquake happens?

where a mountain range is located?

where a deep sea trench is located? 

Procedure
•	Divide your paper into thirds, one part for each location.

•	Draw a picture of what you think you would see at each location.

•	Label important features on your drawing.

ABOVE-LEVEL

Exit Activities are short and fun formative assessments to 
complete at the end of each lesson. They provide the teacher 
with a quick snapshot of each student’s understanding of 
the lesson. Teacher support for implementation procedures is 
included in the Lesson Plans. These activities are available both 
as printable and interactive pages on eAlpha.

Exit Activities
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Products Reactants Energy Reaction Progress

Write a word equation for an endothermic reaction using some of the same words.

The graph shows the energy movement during an endothermic reaction. Label the parts  
of the graph using the words below. 

Endothermic Processes

H

Lesson Plans are available as downloadable, editable, and printable pages on eAlpha. They contain pacing, materials lists, 
vocabulary, preparation tips, procedures for the Anchor and Exit Activities, the 5Es throughout each lesson, a lesson closure, 
and lesson extensions. A Yearly Pacing Guide is provided for each grade level.

Lesson Plans



Providing ongoing professional development for educators is one of the most 
critical success factors for better learning and teaching outcomes. 

Alpha Publishing, in partnership with KDSL Global and a selection of independent 
trainers, provides specifically tailored program training and practice sessions, along 
with leadership and school management courses, for teachers and institutions, via 
distance learning or at site events. 
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